Transtentorial brain herniation in the monkey: analysis of brain stem auditory and somatosensory evoked potentials.
A monkey model of transtentorial brain herniation (TBH) was created to simulate the clinically encountered situation of a gradually expanding intracranial lesion. TBH was produced by extradural balloon inflation over a 4-hour period and documented by the appearance of the pupils as dilated or fixed at midposition. Intracranial pressure (ICP), brain stem auditory evoked potentials (BAEP), and short-latency somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEP) were recorded before, during, and after TBH. Statistical significance from baseline values to TBH was found for diminution of the BAEP amplitude, rise of the ICP, and diminution of the SSEP amplitude. An ICP rise to twice the baseline value and a 25% decrease in Wave V amplitude was found 1 hour before TBH. Changes in BAEP and SSEP took several minutes after deflation to return to baseline values. Analysis of Wave V of the BAEP was as sensitive as ICP in warning of TBH. Discussion centers upon previous animal studies of brain herniation and ICP elevation, and findings reported in humans deteriorating as a result of intracranial mass lesions. BAEP and SSEP monitoring may be used as noninvasive tests for brain stem compression in the setting of primate TBH, and in the future may be used to guide the effectiveness of therapy.